
Tired of your old, drab furniture? 
In just 3 easy steps, you can transform even your 

junkiest furniture into a magazine-worthy, designer 

item.  Use our unique 3-step AMITHA VERMA 
FURNITURE PAINT SYSTEM for the home 

of your dreams!

3 Easy Steps

Before    After

Step 1: Painting Your Piece -  
No prepping, sanding, or stripping required!  
Begin painting in one corner and start brushing 
beautiful, long, clean, and continuous strokes across 
your furniture using our natural Amitha Verma boar’s 
hair paint brush specifically designed to provide 
maximum coverage and a pro finish. You will want to 
avoid short strokes. Keep doing this until you cover 
your entire piece. The first coat will cover really, really 
well. Once it’s dry, take a look at your 
piece and decide if you want to apply 
a second coat or if you just need to 
touch up a few parts that didn’t get 
covered. Move on to step 2.



Step 2: Applying Amitha Verma Furniture Wax In Clear! 
If you want your finish to be durable and long-lasting, 
then applying clear wax to your piece is vital. The clear 
wax provides a protective seal on top of your painted 
finish. To start, take your large diameter round Amitha 

Verma Clear Wax Brush specially designed to 
apply the wax quickly and evenly due to its 
round shape and optimal density. and dip it into 
your Amitha Verma Clear Wax. Get a thin coat of 

wax on your brush. Apply the clear 
wax all over your piece. Let it dry for 
20 mins and move on to step 3. 

Simply select your Color, Wax, and pick up your 
Amitha Verma Brushes to transform your home today!

Step 3: Applying Amitha Verma 
Furniture Wax In Brown Or 
Gray. 
Amitha Verma Brown and Gray 
Wax is the secret ingredient 
to creating the richness and depth you love in painted 
furniture. This is the step that brings the gorgeous colors 
to life! To apply the dark wax, you’ll want to dip your 
Amitha Verma Dark Wax brush into your wax and get 
a thin coat of wax onto your brush specially designed 
brush ensures you never fail to get the perfect amount 
of darker waxes on your piece. Then, apply the wax 
all over your piece using a “feathering” motion. Once 
the dark wax has completely dried after aproximately 
20 min, ask yourself, “Where are the areas that would 
show natural aging?” This is usually around the edges, 
handles, and any raised edges such as molding, creases 
and grooves. Go back into these areas and apply a 
second coat of wax to these areas. Let it dry for 20 mins. 

Our thoughtfully curated, designer colors make picking 
the wrong color impossible. Create memories in your 

reinvented home– now and for years to come. 


